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The authors discuss a distributed modeling architecture in a multi-agent-based behavioral economic
landscape (MABEL) model that simulates land-use changes over time and space. Based on agentbased modeling methodologies, MABEL presents a bottom-up approach to allow the analysis of
dynamic features and relations among geographic, environmental, human, and socioeconomic attributes of landowners, as well as comprehensive relational schematics of land-use change. The
authors adopt a distributed modeling architecture (DMA) in MABEL to separate the modeling of
agent behaviors in Bayesian belief networks from task-specific simulation scenarios.Through a clientserver infrastructure, MABEL provides an efficient and scalable decision request-response mechanism among heterogeneous agents, scenarios, and behavioral models. As an important part of the
land-use change model, a market-bidding system and an adaptive land partition algorithm for land
transactions are also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Agent-based modeling (ABM) refers to a collection of
computational techniques in which autonomous agents
interact, communicate, evolve, learn, and make complex decisions within a real-time simulation framework,
and emergent properties are observed [1]. Unlike traditional differential-equation modeling methods, in which
system-level properties such as population densities are the
fundamental elements of the model, agent-based model-
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ing presents a bottom-up approach [2] to assess the plausibility of the behaviors of fundamental actors of a social
system. Agent-based models are constructed to represent
and simulate problem-solving situations, in which collaborative and conflict behaviors can co-occur in the way that
they emerge in everyday life [3]. Agent-based models have
been developed to understand human societies (e.g., [4]),
avian evolution of cooperation (e.g., [5-7]), the life histories of animals in dynamic landscapes (e.g., [8]), and the
evolution of economic systems (e.g., [9]), to name a few.
During the past decade, agent-based modeling approaches
have been applied to simulate land-use changes [10-12].
Developing comprehensive, multi-agent-based systems
that simulate land-use change over large regions, across
large time horizons (years to decades), with many attributes
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that are spatially explicit, and with many heterogeneous
agents, is technically challenging. First, simulations with
large numbers of agents are computationally expensive
and require high-end computational capabilities. Second,
changing parameters within a complex model containing
a lot of different types of agents is very time-consuming.
Third, most agent-based modeling tools, such as Swarm
[13], do not have libraries containing spatially explicit routines and spatial visualization tools. Finally, storing and
processing large amounts of data require other software
tools, many of which are highly specialized, such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), relational databases,
and statistical analysis packages.
In this article, we present a distributed modeling architecture (DMA) that addresses the above challenges [14].
We demonstrate its application in our multi-agent-based
behavioral economic landscape (MABEL) model. Within
our DMA, we separate task-specific simulations from the
modeling of agent behaviors in external modeling tools,
such as Bayesian belief networks (BBN) [15, 16], in which
modelers can easily build and alter agents’behavioral models without laborious coding for specific simulations. Furthermore, through a client-server infrastructure, our DMA
distributes simulation tasks to remote computers over the
Internet, allowing for a high degree of scalability of simulations. In addition, our DMA provides a flexible and
cross-platform architecture, which enables us to integrate
a variety of software tools into our model.
This article is organized as follows. First, we give an
overview of land-use change models and how Bayesian belief networks operate within the context of MABEL. Second, we provide a summary of the DMA and the MABEL
client-server infrastructure. Third, we discuss the details
of the MABEL client and server components of the DMA.
Fourth, we show several graphical user interfaces (GUIs)
of the client and server versions. We conclude with a brief
discussion and presentation of future work.
2. Overview of MABEL
2.1 Land-Use Change Modeling
A variety of land-use change models have been developed
over the past 30 years [17]. Most of these models [18] use
surrogate drivers of change (e.g., distance to a market) to
simulate the spatial nature of land use and the economic
rationale for the use. Many of these models are statistically based [19, 20]; they attempt to quantify the strength
of different drivers of change using linear or logistic regression techniques. Another approach has been to use
cellular automata [21-24] to parameterize land-use (e.g.,
urban) growth rules using nearest neighbor and other types
of spatial information (e.g., densities of use that represent
a driver) to determine whether a cell will undergo a landuse transition. Econometric modeling approaches [20, 25]
attempt to describe land-use change drivers within the context of economic, transportation, and market (e.g., real estate and development) factors that influence development
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patterns in various land-use-related sectors (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial). Multicriteria evaluation has
also been used [26, 27] to model the spatial relationships
of interacting variables, especially for areas where data
are lacking on the specific nature of driving variables. Finally, agent-based methods [10, 28] have begun to become
a popular means to simulate land-use change using agents
that own single cells within a grid environment and make
changes to their use on the basis of decisions and agentagent interaction.
Our agent-based MABEL model endeavors to provide
a comprehensive and illustrative simulation of land-use
changes over time and space. It differs from previous landuse change modeling efforts [17, 29] in that we focus on
a parcel-based approach rather than a grid of cells modeling environment (e.g., as in [30]). In our model, groups
of cells configured together in ownership parcels are associated with agents that can buy, sell, or keep their land;
land transactions can also result in changes in its use as
well. Agents in MABEL represent real-world landowners
who base their behavior and actions on their perception of
maximizing their total marginal utility.Agents can communicate, interact, conflict, and collaborate, interacting with
their environment and with each other.
2.2 Agents in MABEL
Agents in MABEL can be classified into two main categories: base agents and nonbase agents. Base agents in
MABEL are agents that own land, designated as parcels,
on a landscape, the fundamental simulation environment.
Currently, base agents in MABEL can be from any land-use
category: farmer agents, urban residential agents, forestry
agents, and so on. By contrast, nonbase agents in MABEL represent computational entities that do not necessarily own land, and thus they are not displayed on a
geographical map. Examples of nonbase agents are policymakers and local and regional planners, among others. The
interactions among nonbase agents and, more important,
the transactions between nonbased agents and base agents
can potentially affect the final decision-making attributes
of base agents. For example, the local policymaker agent
may set particular limitations in the amount, minimal size,
or geometrical regularity properties of the land under transaction. Nevertheless, in this article, we primarily discuss
the base agents and their interactions and assume the external factors posed by nonbase agents to be homogeneous
within the simulated regions. Each base agent contains four
main components: (1) parcel attributes that include agent
ID, land-use and spatial variables of area and perimeter,
and biophysical attributes, such as soil type and elevation
(e.g., mean and range); (2) socioeconomic attributes of the
landowner, such as income, age, and family size; (3) decision inference, which is encapsulated in a BBN framework;
and (4) decision outcomes related to land transactions, land
management, and other types of strategies related to landuse change.
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3. Distributed Modeling Architecture
Our MABEL DMA contains three major software components that are integrated using a client-server framework
(Fig. 2; DMA components are shown in gray). The first is
a MABEL client, each representing spatial regions where
agents “own” land and “use” it for a specific purpose (e.g.,
farming). Within the client, agents also participate in land
transactions through a market model. The second component is the MABEL server, which coordinates all MABEL
client input/output (I/O) traffic with the third component,
an external software analysis package containing behavioral models in the Bayesian belief network.
Our MABEL client is written in the Swarm multiagent
simulation modeling package [13], developed originally at
the Santa Fe Institute. Swarm can run on any Linux system
or most UNIX systems; our client operates on Microsoft
Windows XP Professional using the Cygwin utility, which
is a Linux-like environment for Windows. As is true of all
general multiagent simulations developed in Swarm, the
MABEL client program is split into a collection of agent
objects and a schedule of activity for those agents.
Our MABEL client contains two main components
(Fig. 3): MabelModelSwarm and MabelObserverSwarm.
At the core of the client is the MabelModelSwarm, which
encapsulates the simulation “world.” The MabelModel-
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Figure 1. The main conceptual elements of a belief-desiresintentions (BDI) decision model that is contained in our
Bayesian belief networks (BBN) behavioral models
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One of the important features of our MABEL model is
an agent behavioral model encapsulated in BBNs. Since
in real-world situations it is often impossible to know the
causes and roots of the decisions made at the individual
level, the use of BBNs allows us to answer how likely
(probable) it is to observe a specific decision (or a known
distribution of decisions) made by an agent, given the observed values of an agent’s external environment and the
observed historical land use yielded by those decisions.
The two main levels of the BBN in our MABEL agents
are shown in Figure 1. At the cognitive inference level [31],
both the decisions and experience components are often observed indirectly, as observed or revealed preferences and
historical decision-making attributes, respectively. At the
belief-desires-intentions (BDI) level, often encountered in
the relevant social agents literature [32, 33], the expected
or observed agent decisions (depending on the deterministic or stochastic role of a simulation) are represented by a
“loop” between their beliefs. In artificial intelligence terms,
the BDI architecture represents a global, generic set of
agent properties, thus promoting synthetic and proactive
behavior. Generally speaking, the foundations of the development of the BDI architecture, built on intuitive cognitive philosophical foundations, can be summarized using the simple phrase: a person (an agent) intends to do
these actions that she or he believes will achieve her or
his goals (desires), and these actions are consistent given
that person’s beliefs about the world. Each BDI component thereby reflects the informational, motivational, and
deliberate states of an agent [34-36].
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Figure 2. Core components of the multi-agent-based behavioral economic landscape (MABEL) distributed modeling
architecture (DMA) illustrating the server, client, and Bayesian
belief networks (BBN) components and the different operating
systems supporting these components

Swarm contains a collection of landowner agents and policymaking agents, a spatial world to represent the physical properties of the simulated area, and an “area” where
agents can “meet” and participate in a market model to
buy and sell land. Our MabelModelSwarm also uses the
schedule routine of Swarm to control the temporal aspects
of the model. The schedule routine defines the execution
orders of system-level processes, such as updating the simulation environment by time; generates simulated environmental and social events probabilistically; and lets every
land agent and policymaker agent make decisions, “develop” themselves, and carry out transactions during each
Volume 81, Number 7
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Figure 3. The three components of the multi-agent-based behavioral economic landscape (MABEL) client highlighting the
importance of the agent ID in linking all components

time step. The inputs to the MabelModelSwarm are the following model parameters: the spatial simulated map, biophysical and socioeconomic attributes, land-use types, and
so on. The outputs of the MabelModelSwarm are the geographical and socioeconomic data and GUI observables of
the model.
The MabelObserverSwarm component includes the internal routines used for visualizations of the MabelModelSwarm. When running in graphics mode, the objects of MabelObserverSwarm, including Raster widgets, EZGraphs,
and Probes, are connected into the MabelModelSwarm to
read data and draw the visualizations that are part of the
interactive graphical user interfaces.
4. MABEL Client
As previously stated, each MABEL client represents a spatially defined area, with base agents making land transaction decisions that ultimately affect land-use changes over
time and space. Here we describe several phases of execution, many of which are summarized in Figure 4, which
occurs within the MABEL client that allows for agents to
own, buy, and sell land and make decisions on the basis of
outcomes from the BBN.
4.1 Initialization
In the initialization phase, the MABEL client first creates
the simulation environment and the corresponding 2-D
geographic “world.” The size of the simulation world is
derived from header information specified in ASCII flat
files generated from spatial data layers from a GIS. Landuse/parcel and socioeconomic data are linked together by
an agent’s ID number (Fig. 3), which is used to represent
and index a specific agent. Next, the MABEL client creates all agent objects with corresponding land-use/parcel
and socioeconomic attributes organized by an agent’s ID
number. The client then matches parcel locations to indi506 SIMULATION Volume 81, Number 7

viduals in socioeconomic databases. Finally, each agent
draws and updates itself in the geographic 2-D “world”
and is ready to respond to user queries to display land-use
and socioeconomic attributes associated with each parcel.
The MABEL client also creates the market model area with
policy rules that control transactions among agents in the
area.
4.2 Single-Agent Decision-Making Framework Using
BBN
Decision modeling is an important component of
MABEL as it simulates the dynamic, adaptive, and intelligent character of the agents. Figure 5 shows an example
BBN for MABEL agents involved in the decision to buy
and sell land. The MABEL model initialization phase provides each agent with a range of attributes (e.g., distance
to urban) and associated values that can be stored as probability distributions or as categorical values [18, 37]. Here
we show attributes with categorical values. Our example
in Figure 5 shows how we can group these attributes in
broader, more homogeneous categories (e.g., Economic
Attribute Index) using a weighted index for each of the
attribute categories [38, 39]. Here we show three different homogeneous categories that we are exploring: a Biophysical Attribute Index (BIO) (e.g., attributes of land-use
type; distances to urban centers, agriculture, roads, and
lakes; parcel property size, etc.), an Economic Attribute
Index (ECN) (e.g., attributes related to income, land-use
type source of income, parcel property value, willingness
to pay for environmental amenities, etc.), and a Social Attribute Index (SOC) (e.g., attributes of age, education level,
social/professional group membership, social capital attributes, etc.). The three indices can be combined into a
single weighted index that reflects the expected transaction decision (node DEC in the diagram) that an agent is
more likely to choose given its attributes. The expected utility of the proposed transaction decision (or its probability
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Figure 4. The pathways of information flow within the multi-agent-based behavioral economic landscape (MABEL) client and their
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distribution) is compared across all associated costs (node
Cs, ranging from 0 to 100) and benefits (node Bs, ranging
from 0 to 100) related to this particular decision by calculating a cost-benefit combined index (where CBs = Bs −Cs,
ranging from –100 to 100). The expected utility calculation
in such a case, in its simplest form, will be a normalized
CB index (ranging from 0-100). The results derived from
running the BBN model define an expected or preferred
action by a specific agent or a preferred action probability distribution for a group (class) of agents participating
in a simulation. Over the simulation time period, the sequence of preferred action probability distributions is often
referred to as an optimal policy [40]. The preferred agents’
actions are further calibrated in practice in the course of
the simulation since each agent has to match his or her
preferred choice with a specific transaction in the market
module component. The final choice, which can or cannot
be the same as the preferred action defined by the BBN
model, depending on the final market bidding process, is
channeled back to the BBN model to perform a dynamic
Bayesian update for the network [41, 42]. The dynamic
Bayesian update procedure over the simulation defines an
optimal action, and the adaptive role of the agents participating in the simulation is to adjust their beliefs in such a
way that their optimal policies converge with their optimal
actions over time (for details, see [12]).
4.3 Multiagent Interaction within a Market Model
Acquisition of land in a market model represents the basic
framework for determining base agents’ actions [12, 43].
During every time step, agents communicate with the corresponding behavioral models in the BBN (Fig. 4) through

the MABEL server to inquire what the preferred decision is based on current conditions. The decision requests
that an agent send to its behavioral model an included
up-to-date state-space set of related land-use/parcel and
socioeconomic attributes that are needed for the decision
inference by its behavioral model. The maximum reward
decision received from the BBN model includes action type
(buy, sell, or no transaction), action quantity, and the appropriate agent types that match the transaction requirements.
Then, according to the preferred decisions made in the behavioral models, agents execute a corresponding strategy
to develop themselves, based on the land-use type (e.g.,
farm) and other land-use/parcel and socioeconomic data.
On the other hand, the set of agents that intend to make
transactions does so on the basis of the most profitable
“deal” (i.e., best transaction) within the market model given
land-use policy and rule regulations. Finally, agents update
their land-use/parcel and socioeconomic attributes in the
simulation using a Bayesian update approach [12].
The interface of the MABEL client with the cognitive
decision inference model component (BBN) is achieved
through an iterative sequence of nonparametric Bayesian
diagnostic and updating inference techniques and procedures [40] as a part of the BBN model development and additional Bayesian library functions [48]. Example sources
that can be used include (but are not restricted to) the opensource Bayesian filtering classes, Bayes++ [44], or any
commercial Bayesian modeling software that provides an
application programming interface (API) with a C/C++
source code.
The objective of the market model is to help a potential
buyer agent make the most profitable deal with any corresponding agent that intends to sell. The degree of profit in
Volume 81, Number 7
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Figure 5. An example Bayesian belief network (BBN) for land-use change simulations. This example shows the diversity of the
types of attributes that can be introduced into the behavioral model and how they are integrated to create the required output (a
preferred intention)

a transaction depends on how close the transaction quantity is of the agent that desires to buy land and meets the
quantity of an agent that wants to sell. Also within the market model is a routine that first classifies all participating
agents into different transaction groups by the transaction
type (i.e., buy or sell) and sorts the agents in each group
by transaction quantities. Then that buyer agent, which is
the agent that has the largest transaction quantity in the
list of buyer agents and that we call the “premium buyer
agent,” checks the list of seller agents for a corresponding premium seller agent having the most land available
to sell. If a match is successful, a transaction is made between the premium buyer agent and premium seller agent.
Unless the seller agent sells all its land to the buyer agent,
the seller agent partitions its land, and a new agent is created for the transaction area. The new agent adopts most
land-use/parcel and socioeconomic attributes of the buyer
agent and inherits some attributes from the seller agent
(Fig. 6). The original premium buyer agent and premium
seller agent then update their posttransaction quantities and
are inserted back into the seller/buyer agent lists as long
as they still satisfy the policy and regulation requirements,
508 SIMULATION Volume 81, Number 7

such as minimum parcel size for the transaction. The process of finding a matched pair of a buyer agent and a seller
agent for transaction continues in this way until the buyer
list or seller list is empty.
4.4 Land-Partitioning Process
In the process of creating the new agent, a seller agent
has to determine how to partition the original area into two
blocks with a corresponding shape and position for the new
agent (i.e., the buyer agent) and the seller agent after the
land transaction (Fig. 6).
Based on their land shapes and transaction quantities,
true landowners choose proper partition methods that correspond to local land-use policies. To simulate this land
partition occurring in the real world, we [45] have developed a routine that examines the shapes and sizes of up
to 16 different possible partition methods used in the real
world. The routine, based on a spatial scanning method, is
used to calculate width and height of the potential new parcel (x- and y-spatial dimensions in a 2-D planar map), and
the shape that is selected is the one that has the minimum
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Figure 6. Flow diagram showing how agents decide to split parcels and then how attributes from agents are inherited in the next
time step

optimal value (denoted as OPT in Fig. 6). The minimum
optimal value represents the best among 16 weighted values in terms of landscape shape properties of different or
alternative partitioning (parcelization) algorithm methods.
A detailed description of such a process is included in a relevant paper [45], where the parcelization routine and the
partitioning algorithm performance were tested and evaluated against historically observed land-use changes. Using
the minimum optimal value information, the parcel is then
split, and a new agent is created that owns the new parcel.
Attributes from the seller stay (Fig. 6) with the original
seller through the next time step after the size of the parcel
changes; attributes from the buyer are transferred to the
new agent and also remain with the buyer, who “lives” in
the simulated client area.

5. MABEL Server
The MABEL server acts as a bridge between the MABEL
clients and the external behavioral models built and stored
in BBNs (Fig. 7). To satisfy the reliability requirement of
the communication between the MABEL clients and MABEL server, the network connections are established with
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
network protocols over the Internet. The MABEL server
first receives agent decision requests from multiple MABEL clients simultaneously. According to an agent’s attributes, such as land-use types, the MABEL server delivers these requests to corresponding behavior models for
the decision inference. Last, the MABEL server collects
the decision replies from behavior models and sends them
back to corresponding agents from different areas (MABEL clients).

In the design of the MABEL server, which is written
in Visual Studio.NET C/C++ [46], we employ the multithreaded technique to achieve a parallel processing capability with high execution efficiency. Rather than using a
single thread in the single-threaded program, which executes tasks sequentially, each thread in the multithreaded
program only executes part of the task. On the other hand,
the MABEL server classifies all the tasks by land types and
parallelizes multiclass threads in execution. In this way, the
MABEL server achieves parallel execution capability with
optimal efficiency and scalability.
The MABEL server follows two phases: an initialization and an execution phase. In the initialization phase,
each proxy thread first loads configuration files, creates its
working queue to buffer incoming and unprocessed decision requests from the agents of a specific land type, and
initializes communication with the corresponding behavioral model in the BBN by executing routines in the BBN
API library. Then, every proxy thread begins to watch its
queue for the incoming decision requests. After all of the
above initializations are finished, the MABEL server then
enters the execution phase and is ready to receive the connect requests from MABEL clients.
In the execution phase, at the beginning of every time
step, agents in the MABEL client communicate directly
with the server to inquire from the corresponding behavioral model in the BBN about what the preferred
actions might be. The decision requests that agents send
include their up-to-date attributes needed for the decisionmaking process by behavioral models. Before the MABEL client sends agents’ decision requests for inference, it
first establishes the communication link with the MABEL
server by sending a connection request using the TCP/IP
protocol. Upon receiving a connection request from a
Volume 81, Number 7
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Figure 7. An illustration of the information flow and main components of the multi-agent-based behavioral economic landscape
(MABEL) server in relationship to the Bayesian belief network (BBN) and MABEL clients

MABEL client, the MABEL server assigns a communication link/socket for that client and launches two I/O threads
for the input/output operations with that client. The input
thread, named the request dispatcher thread (Fig. 7), is
responsible for receiving different types of agents’ decision requests from multiple MABEL clients and dispatching these requests into corresponding work queues of the
proxy threads by particular land-use/parcel and socioeco510 SIMULATION Volume 81, Number 7

nomic attributes. In addition, the request dispatcher thread
attaches a unique service port number for all decision requests from a particular MABEL client. Therefore, the
proxy thread can later send decision responses from the
behavioral models to the corresponding client by this port
number. On the other hand, the output thread, called the
decision collector thread, of a MABEL client keeps waiting for the decision responses forwarded by proxy threads
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Figure 8. An illustration of the type of behavior that is being modeled using the multi-agent-based behavioral economic landscape
(MABEL) distributed modeling architecture (DMA). Locations shown represent different types of areas with diverse parcel shapes

at that service port, so that optimal decisions can be sent
back to agents in the MABEL client.
With the efficiency and scalability of this design, the
MABEL server connects heterogeneous agents, different
locations, and behavioral models dynamically. For simulated areas represented by different MABEL clients, the
MABEL server is the only bridge to the central decisionmaking component—the BBN. Thus, the MABEL server
can easily control and synchronize the temporal execution
of the simulations of different areas in MABEL clients.
Therefore, we can distribute and partition large simulation
tasks over many computers and coordinate the distributed
working processes.
6. Simulation Examples
Figure 8 shows various GUIs for the MABEL client. The
GUI labeled A shows a map of the simulated area (3 by 3
miles) that also includes a portion of a lake located in the
lower right corner. The menu labeled B is the main menu
that controls program start, stop (freeze simulation), next

(proceed with next time step interactively), save (save outputs), and quit (stop and exit the program). If users click
on a parcel, they are provided with the parcel header information (menu C); selecting the dispStatisticData button on
menu C brings up the attribute data (menu D) for the entire
agent. Several of the variables in this database are dynamically updated throughout the simulation. Another set of
important menus includes the simulation summary charts
that are dynamically displayed. These include the number
of agents per land use (menu E), number of agents over
time (menu F ), and attribute variables grouped according
the land-use type (e.g., menu G). Users can also select to
have other summary tables or charts displayed (menu H ).
Another menu (J ) also allows the user to interact with the
maps to zoom in and zoom out or change the frequency that
the maps are displayed (speed up and slow down). One of
the parameters for the MABEL client is the option of not
showing any of the GUIs; this is useful if the simulation
requires no user interaction or is placed in a batch mode.
Figure 9 shows a screen grab of the MABEL server
GUIs. The main GUI (A) contains a list of the MABEL
Volume 81, Number 7
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Figure 9. An illustration of the multi-agent-based behavioral economic landscape (MABEL) server graphical user interface (GUI)
components. (A) Main GUI, (B) amount of requested server-client activity, and (C) agent proxy activity chart

clients that are participating in the simulation. The location (area), user, remote computer name, and the start time
and date are shown. The agent BBNs contained in the behavioral models are listed on the right side of this GUI.
In addition, the MABEL server also allows the user to select a client and have it display the amount of activity, as
reflected in the number of requests from the client to the
server (menu B), over the simulation period. Users can also
select the agent type and get a proxy activity chart (menu
C), shown here for the high-density residential agent.
Figure 10 shows results of simulations of the land-use
changes over time in three different areas. Data for Michigan (Grand Traverse and Mecosta Counties) on parcels for
3-by-3-mile area frames were developed from paper plat
books that were digitized using a GIS for three decadal
periods—1970, 1980, and 1990.
Data for the Ivondo Region, Mbeere District, Kenya,
located along the slopes of Mt. Kenya, are for one time period, indicated as “sim t0 ”; these data were developed from
field measurements of ownership boundaries obtained using a Global Positioning System (GPS).
512 SIMULATION Volume 81, Number 7

An approach we have been using to assess the performance of our model has been to start our simulation
using our oldest parcel and land-use data (e.g., 1970 for
the Michigan data) and then execute the simulation for
the period containing historical data (i.e., 1970 to 1990)
and compare these results to the observed results. Figure 10 shows maps of three such simulations: Grand
Traverse County (Michigan), Mecosta County (Michigan),
and Ivondo, Kenya. In the two Michigan examples, the
number of parcels created was set to the number contained in the historical database; the shapes of these parcels
were then analyzed using a variety of spatial tools, such as
FRAGSTATS [47]. For the Ivondo region data set, simulations were set to occur over a hypothetical time period
because only one time period (year 1996) exists for this
area.
While the average simulation time sequence in the
MABEL model depends on the level of abstraction, agent
classes and attributes, and spatial database size, it does not
require extensive simulation time runs. In the simulations
described above, the average times varied from less than 10
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Figure 10. Samples of multi-agent-based behavioral economic landscape (MABEL) simulation results and real temporal change
comparisons in three different geographic areas
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minutes in the 3-by-3-mile areas (Grand Traverse Counties and Mecosta Counties) for 100 agent time steps to less
than 5 minutes for the Ivondo region in Kenya (for 30 time
steps). In more thorough model run simulations (e.g., in
Alexandridis and Pijanowski [45], 8 blocks of 3 × 3 miles
areas were used, in two regions, for 100 time steps by 100
Monte Carlo replication runs for 16 parcelization routines:
more than 6000 replication experiments in areas eight times
larger than the Grand Traverse example described above),
the total simulation time remained well below a 10-hour
threshold of computation time. Increasing the complexity of the models’ assumptions (e.g., adding more detailed
agent classes, nonbase agents, and more complex BBN
models; comparing more complex parcelization routines;
adding more complex market model rules; or increasing the
spatial landscape complexity) would evidently increase the
average computation time of the simulation.
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networks, and how the structure of the MABEL client and
MABEL server components allow for multiple simulations
of parallel locations; we also presented sample graphical
user interfaces of the client, server, and BBN.
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the work required to parameterize these models for taskspecific use in the distributed modeling environment and
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behavior models in the external model tool, while the
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